
 The Stockholm Flat   
          By Formvision 

The challenge of making a space clear and airy while it remains cozy and is in its core 
a place of warmth and relaxation, made us create The Stockholm Flat. Although it 
veers more on the modern side, the interior features a mix of periods and styles to 

incite a feeling of layering and coziness. It is based on Scandinavian interior design and 
the decorative styles of the Nordic countries that emphasize clean lines, utility, and 
simple furnishings.



 
The flat is rich with natural lighting, very common in the North. The flat emphasizes the 
multiplicity of light sources and differentiation of luminous atmospheres, making the space 
appear bigger as it is a studio apartment. Large windows were incorporated to let in an 
ample amount of natural light that works wonders with the mainly white interior. The 
contrast that light creates makes impactful statements and accentuates the geometrical 
shapes of the furniture.

The white marble floors contribute to 
the sleek and modern look we went for 
in this flat, mixing in modernism with 
the traditionally Scandinavian style, 
adding luxury and elegance to the 
space. The wooden textures and 
furniture surfaces remain natural, 
building onto the established natural 
aesthetics.The colour palette is 
minimalistic and only two colours are 
present- the colour of grey and brown, 
which fit in beautifully with the shades 
of black and white. The colour of warm 
chocolate, honey, and earth make the 
room feel comfortable and sunny 
without using overwhelming bright 
colours and decor pieces.



As for the decor, the art pieces from Danijela Gruban's Entropy collection beautify the 
white walls of the flat, adding artistic value. This project presents the mix of Scandinavian 
style and modernism as the perfect solution to the question of how to architecturally solve 
an apartment of smaller dimensions. As it can be concluded, the key lies in organisation, 
simplicity, and the right use of natural light.

 
-written by Nina Gruban




